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I. INTRODUCTION
A. THE PROBLEM
The computer has evolved from a special purpose scien-
tific tool into a general purpose tool serving a wide
variety of users in many different applications. As the
use of the computer has changed, the profile of the computer
user has changed also. The technically oriented user, with
a knowledge of the internal operation of the computer, and
at least some proficiency in the computer's own language,
has been replaced as the primary computer user by a large
number of different individuals, each proficient in some
specific field, but not having, or possibly even wanting,
a detailed knowledge of computer science. Indeed, since
the development of microcomputer technology, the use of
computers has spread until most members of modern society
interact with some type of computer almost every day no
matter what their background or profession.
The change in the computer user's profile has brought
increased attention to the interface between the user and
the computer. The cryptic form of most computer commands
has caused people with less technical backgrounds to view
computers with emotions ranging from awe to fear. Experi-
ence indicates that when humans find a system inconvenient
or difficult to use, they will avoid using the system,
even when the computer offers a significant increase in
efficiency.
The financial incentives and intense competition in
the personal computer market have brought many improvements
to the human-computer interface. One idea that has
developed from personal computer applications is the concept
of the individual computer workstation tailored to the user's
needs. This idea has special application in the area of
computer-aided design, since it provides a useful and flexi-
ble tool for the individual designer.
However, since the design process often depends heavily
on what is being designed, and because the variety of things
that can be designed with the assistance of a computer is
so broad, the problem is to create an environment which will
be most conducive to the particular design process
.
B. PREVIOUS WORK
Computer-aided design is not a particularly new concept.
In some areas of industry, such as automobile and aircraft
design, extensive computer-aided design systems have been
successfully implemented. Sherlock [Ref. 3] gives an
excellent overview of four computer-aided design systems as
well as comments on the current situation in computer-aided
design.
An application of computer-aided design to building
real-time control systems was presented by Ma'telan
,
[Ref . 1]
in 1976. Ross [Ref. 2] further refined the concepts pre-
sented by Matelan and implemented a system to perform com-
puter-aided design of microprocessor-based controllers.
Both of these presentations concentrate on the automation of
the design process without specifying the form or the
implementation of the "front-end," the human-computer
interface.
The system implemented by Ross is known as the Computer
System Design Environment or CSDE. This system operates on
controller design specifications formulated in the syntax
of a language known as the Control System Design Language
or CSDL. CSDL was created by Matelan as a universal means
of describing control system specifications. In the defini-
tion of CSDL, Matelan divided the design specification of
a controller into four sections. These are the Identification
Section, the Environment Section, the Contingency List, and
the Procedures Section. Ross modified CSDL slightly and
added the Design Criteria Section. Ross also described a
primitive list format as the "compiled machine-code" for
CSDE. However, without a front-end, the initial implemen-
tation of CSDE required that the designer first write the
design description in CSDL syntax, and then hand-compile
the description into the primitive list form required to
run on the system. Hand compilation tends to be a tedious
and error prone exercise for humans, while computers perform
such tasks very well.
The first attempt at providing a front-end, human-
computer interface for CSDE was presented by Sherlock [Ref.
3] in 1983. The interface is described as a user-friendly,
syntax-directed input. Sherlock was able to specify the
design of the input interface, however the graphics terminal
available for the implementation proved difficult to
control and totally unsatisfactory for this application.
In fact, the problems were so overwhelming that the front-
end could not be fully implemented. A description of the
terminal and the problems encountered are detailed by
Sherlock [Ref. 3]
.
The front-end implemented by Sherlock uses a modified
form of CSDL called CSD/ADA. The interface is a menu-driven
sequence of screen displays which guide the designer through
a design in CSDE. Only syntactically correct CSD/ADA design
specifications are accepted with error messages displayed
if the user violates the syntax of the language.
As stated earlier, due to hardware interface problems,
the front-end was not completely implemented. Several parts
of the language such as the simple do, every, and at time
options for contingencies are not supported. There is also
no translation from the CSD/ADA form of the description into
the primitive list format required by the existing implemen-
tation of CSDE. These missing parts are critical to the
success of the input interface and emphasize the impact that





The lessons learned from Sherlock's work led to dividing
the front-end into two sub-areas. One area is the transla-
tion of controller specifications written in CSDL into the
primitive list format required by the rest of the system.
The realization of a solution for this sub-area is given by
Carson [Ref. 4], The remaining sub-area, which is the subject
of this presentation, is the creation of an interactive
interface which will allow the designer to concentrate on
design procedure while the interface generates correct CSDL
syntax.
Two important issues relating to the human-computer
interface for the front-end of CSDE were not resolved in
Sherlock's work. These issues are first, the choice of the
type of display/input device on which to implement the
interface, and second, the choice of a language for the
human-computer interface. These were the initial issues
that had to be resolved for this project.
Concerning the first issue, Sherlock's work clearly
demonstrates the impact which a particular choice of hardware
can have on the implementation. However, most often this
choice is driven not by what is wanted, but instead by what
is available. Fortunately, since Sherlock's initial efforts,
two additional display/input systems became available.
1 2These are the Sun Workstation and the AED 767 graphics
Sun Workstation is a registered trademark of Sun
Microsystems, Inc.
2AED 767 is a registered trademark of Advanced Electronics
Design, Inc.
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terminal. Both systems provide a bit-mapped display with
a powerful set of graphics routines for creating screen
images. One major difference between the two systems is-
that the Sun Workstation is designed as a stand alone system,
while the AED 767 is designed to work from a host computer.
This difference between these two systems actually became
the determining factor in the choice of which system to use
since both provide relatively easy to access graphics pack-
ages. The AED 767 was chosen as it could most easily be
interfaced with the computer on which the rest of the CSDE
system already exists. A future consideration may be to
migrate the entire CSDE project to a system like the Sun
Workstation
.
The second issue, the choice of a language for the inter-
face, has a great impact on the human involved with the
system, as it will become the language the human user must
know and understand to effectively use the system. Matelan
[Ref. 1: pg . 106] presents a discussion, with additional
references, on the impact of language on thought. Essen-
tially, the most productive methods are those which avoid
burdening the thought process with a need to translate be-
tween two or more languages. In other words, it would be
best if the designer could enter design specifications into
the computer in exactly the same language he would use
without the computer. This is currently a very difficult
problem as humans tend to deal in ambiguous languages which
12
are not well suited for computers, and also because every
human tends to have a favorite personal style making it
essentially impossible to please everyone. In spite of
these obstacles, a language must be chosen for the inter-
face. In the initial implementation of CSDE, the language
of the human-computer interface was actually the primitive
list format compiled manually from CSDL. Sherlock [Ref. 3]
discusses several existing hardware design languages includ-
ing CSDL and provides a justification for modifying CSDL
into CSD/ADA. The resulting system requires the designer
to learn CSD/ADA and the compilation into the primitive list
format must still be done manually. From this it should be
very clear that the choice of an interface language is a
most important and difficult decision. This decision alone
will have a great impact on the success or failure of the
system. In making this decision for this project, two
things were noted. First, since there now exists in CSDE
a translator which converts from CSDL syntax into the primi-
tive list format, provided by Carson [Ref. 4], and since
this is to be the front-end for CSDE, it is most logical
that the interface should generate correct CSDL syntax.
Second, as mentioned previously, the goal should be to
create an interface language which will allow the designer
to formalize a controller design specification without having
to learn CSDL. Therefore a translator for converting some
more "natural" human form of controller design specification
13
format into the proper CSDL description must be developed.
The "natural" human format is then the language of the
interface. As already discussed, it is not anticipated that
a totally "natural" human language which would please
everyone could be found. Also as ambiguous languages are not
currently feasible in computer applications, the interface
will have to require that the user have some understanding
of CSDL. Since the syntax of CSDL is rigidly defined, it
can be embedded in the interface thus only requiring the
designer to insure that the semantics of the design
specification are expressed in the semantical constructs
available in CSDL.
The presentation of the development of the input inter-
face for CSDE proceeds from the foundation laid in this
introduction. Chapter II presents background information
that is necessary for the effective design of the human-
computer interface and the interactive design environment.
Chapter III details the assumptions and design decisions
for this project. Chapter IV describes the implementation
of a program to realize the design environment for the front-
end interface. Finally, Chapter V provides a summary of




A. THE HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERFACE
1 . Theory and Issues
Interest in the human-computer interface is not new
In 1960, Licklider [Ref. 5] discussed the creation of a
man-computer symbiosis. Allowing a loose definition of
living and organism to include the computer, Licklider
presents his ideas on what the interactive interface would
need to be in order to achieve a symbiotic state between
humans and computers. The areas which he feels must be
addressed in the design of the interface include the divi-
sion of function between the human and the computer, hard-
ware selection to include input and output devices, and the
language of the interface. Licklider' s presentation repre-
sents a pioneering work in the study of the human-computer
interface, however the presentation mainly deals in gener-
alities and in the limitations imposed by the available
technology of that time. It would seem that with the great
advances in technology over the twenty-three years since
Licklider' s work, the design principles for creating a
human-computer interface should be well established, if not
already a "cut-and-dried" routine. However, such is not
the case. One of the first things one notices in setting
about to create a human-computer interface is the lack of
15
any concrete, structured procedure or method to guide the
design process. This situation is best expressed by the
following three quotes from recent literature on the subject.
In 1978, Jones voiced the following opinion.
...I have come to the conclusion that we are only
tinkering with the art of man-machine dialogue. Like
a child learning to draw, we do the first thing that
comes into our heads and are delighted with it just
because it's pretty. We have no underlying principles,
like the rules of perspective, to help us accurately
convert an idea into reality and we have no set of
standards, like those of proportion and composition,
by which to criticize and improve our performance.
And yet, in the very near future, man-machine dialogue
is going to be really important. [Ref. 9: pg. 260]
More recently, this same theme has been echoed by Bailey
(1982)
.
Unfortunately, designers do not yet have a complete
set of general design principles that, if followed,
would result in the desired level of human performance.
When confronted with human/computer problems many
designers simply do the best they can. They have few
meaningful human performance principles to help in
accurately convertina their ideas into reality, and,
consequently have no set of standards by which to
criticize and improve their performance. Most
available information is in the form of opinions.
[Ref. 7: pg. 293]
And also by Foley and Van Dam (1983)
.
Like architecture, the design of user interfaces is
at least partly an art rather than a science. We
hope that the design of user interfaces will someday
become more science than art, but the climb to reach
this goal is long; the ascent has begun, but therp
are many hard traverses. [Ref. 6: pg. 217]
The progress in this area of computer science seems painfully
slow, especially when compared with the rapid advances in
other areas of computer related technology. Fortunately,
16
the situation is not as hopeless as it may appear for there
are many successful systems which humans interface with
very well, and many designers have shared their experience
in recent literature. Thus perhaps the best way to begin
the design of a new interface is to study the work of others
and use their experience to advantage while avoiding at
least the more obvious errors. The point to be made is that
under the current conditions existing in the field of human-
computer interface design, the designer is really on his own
and must develop his own set of guidelines which he will
follow, even though he may borrow from the experience of
others. One caution is that in establishing a set of guide-
lines or goals for a design, it is often tempting to use
catch phrases or buzz words to describe desired system
attributes. Current human-computer interface design catch
phrases and buzz words include user friendly., ergonomics,
and user engineered. This can be a dangerous practice as
these phrases and buzz words lack uniform definitions and
thus do not provide a good means of communicating basic
concepts
.
Figure 1 gives an outline of general guidelines
proposed by six sources. It should be noted that although
different wording is used, there is a great deal of simi-
larity in the concepts expressed. All six either specifically
state or imply that the first principle is to know the user.
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they all require some previous assumptions about or knowledge
of the general characteristics which describe the intended
user of the system. In the past, the human has been viewed
as being adaptable and thus systems requiring a human-
computer interface were designed with efficiencv and ease of
design for the system hardware and software, but with little
regard fo"^ the human element. This is illustrated by the
cryptic form used for many command languages which are
efficiently handled by computers and are relatively easy to
design, but which many humans find very difficult to learn
and remember. Now that the human has become the most expen-
sive component in many interactive computer systems, it has
been realized that increasing the ease by which humans can
communicate with computers will produce great benefits even
though internal efficiency must be sacrificed.
None of the lists of general design guidelines
studied were found to be completely satisfactory. Many seem
to have become over concerned with the human issue and seem
to fall short of giving guidance revelant to the complete
design process for an interactive system. For example, the
six lists shown in Figure 1 do not cover such issues as
initial problem description and selection of the non-human
components of the system. Martin [Ref. 12: pg. 10] presents
the most nearly complete design procedure found. Since no
one satisfactory set of guidelines was found, a proposed list
applicable to this work is presented in Figure 2.
19




3. Identify resources available
4. Consider human factors
5. Determine the interface language
6. Consider the environment of operation
7. Design for evolution
8. Optimize training
9. Accommodate levels of experience
10. Use selection vs. entry
11. Be consistent
12. Anticipate errors
Figure 2. General Design Principles
It is difficult to convey the intended scope of each
design principle in a short phrase, therefore a brief discus-
sion of each principle is presented here. It should be noted
that an attempt has been made to list each principle in the
order of its consideration during the design process. Al-
though some principles lend themselves to an order, it is
really difficult, if not impossible, to establish an absolute
sequence in which the principles are to be considered and
applied to the design of an interface. Feedback must be
considered as a continuous part of the design process which
may alter earlier design decisions. The impact of feedback
on the design may be kept to a minimum by careful applica-
tion of each principle while continuously being aware of its
interaction with other principles
.
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The first principle is determine the purpose of the
system. The one overall goal for the application of this
principle is to ensure that there is a clear understanding
of the task the system must perform before decisions
affecting the interface are made. This is of critical impor-
tance as the designer of the interface may not have any
previous experience in the application for which the system
will be used. Applying this principle should produce the
foundation on which the rest of the design is built. This
includes such things as a description of the system, descrip-
tion of the expected input and output, breakdown of tasks
within the system, identification of the intended users of
the system, anticipated conditions under which the system
will operate, identification of existing components which
are to be integrated into the design of the interface, and
any other high level considerations the designer feels are
important.
Know the user is the second principle because the
identification of the intended user is a part of the initial
system description. This is perhaps the most difficult
principle to apply. The goal of this step is to gain an
understanding of the personality of the intended users as
a group. Items which should be considered include level of
education, social background, prior use of computer systems,
types of job related dialogue used, and any other general
characteristics of the intended users which may relate to
21
their interfacing with the system to be designed. It is
important at this point to get as much user input as possi-
ble, to make the user a partner in the design process. This
may be accomplished through the use of surveys, interviews,
and so forth. This principle should be applied throughout
the rest of the design process. There are situations where
it may not be feasible or even possible for the designer to
receive user input before the design is completed. In this
circumstance, the designer should at a minimum make a careful
list of the assumptions he is making about the general
characteristics of the intended users.
Next is identifying resources available. The results
of this step will usually establish limits as to which features
can be implemented. The choice of the hardware and software
to be used in the implementation will have a great impact
on the interface that is achieved as was demonstrated in
Sherlock's work. If a choice is available, the items of
importance include types of display devices such as CRT's
and printers, image refresh and update speeds, graphics
features such as colors available, text size and style, and
drawing capabilities, available memory, as well as software
capabilities such as the available programming languages,
graphics commands, and operating systems.
The human factors to be considered are divded into
two categories. The first category is physical factors.
These are such factors as color perception, manual dexterity,
22
comfort of the human body, eye strain, color coordination,
physical handicaps among users, and so on. The physical
factors actually accommodated in the implementation will
be limited at least in part by the resources identified in
the previous step. The second and much more complicated
category is psychological factors. These factors are com-
posed of the multiple dimensions of human nature. As many
psychological factors as possible should be considered and
included in the design. Some important factors which should
be considered include psychological blocks such as boredom,
panic, frustration, and so on, achieving psychological
closure, keeping the user informed of the state of the system,
reassuring the user that he is in control, minimizing memori-
zation, determining appropriate response times, and insuring
the user is not overloaded with options or styles. It is
easy to become bogged down in a myriad of psychological
issues. This may be avoided by using the information gained
from applying the first three principles to establish limits
on the design and thus identify the psychological factors to
be considered. Excellent references relating to human factors
are Bailey [Ref. 7], Martin [Ref. 12], and Card, Moran , and
Newell [Ref. 13]
.
The first four principles should help to establish
some limits which may be used in defining the language of
•the interface. As mentioned in the Introduction, the most
desirable choice would be to adopt the current language used
23
to accomplish the tasks for which the interactive computer
system is being designed, but as also noted earlier, this is
not usually possible due to ambiguities in human languages
and lack of standardization. The goal is then to come as
close as possible avoiding making the user learn a new and
unfamiliar language. It should be remembered that the
language of the interface is the mechanism by which most
of the psychological needs are fulfilled.
The sixth principle given here is to consider the
environment of operation. This includes the physical layout
of the work area, and such intangibles as the atmosphere of
the work environment. The application of this principle is
implicitly included in at least the first four principles.
However, it is often not addressed explicitly and thus it
has been included for completeness. The types of issues
considered are mostly human comfort and efficiency issues
such as the effect of lighting on a screen display, and so
on
.
Design for evolution is an important principle in
the design of interactive systems. It is not likely that
the designer will be able to identify all of the desirable
features which could be implemented in the system. It is
also unlikely that the designer will be able to predict the
impact the new system will have on the environment in which
it is to be used and what changes will thus result. There-
fore, the system must be designed with an ability to evolve.
This is discussed in more detail in Section B.l of this chapter
24
The eighth and ninth principles, optimize training
and accommodate levels of experience, are inter-related.
The goal of optimizing training is to allow a new user to
be able to accomplish meaningful work on the system without
the assistance of a more experienced user. The goal should
also include having the capability built into the system to
provide refresher training for more experienced users as
necessary. It should be obvious that the amount of training
provided and the method of access to the training should be
a function of the level of experience of the user. Various
numbers of levels have been recommended. Sherlock [Ref. 3]
presents five levels of experience, however, three levels
appear to provide a minimum set. These are the novice user,
the casual user, and the experienced user. An example of
each type of user for a system would be a new employee for
novice user, a supervisor for casual user, a long term
employee for experienced user. Each of these classes of
user requires different levels of refresher training. A
detailed discussion of interactive and embedded training
mechanisms is presented by Groenert [Ref. 15].
The next principle is to use selection versus entry.
This means it is preferable to allow the user to pick an
option from some sort of list rather than requiring the
user to enter a choice through spelling out commands with
keystrokes. A verification of the importance of this
principle may be observed in the popularity and success
25
of certain pick devices such as the mouse in personal computer
systems
.
Throughout the design, it is very important to be
consistent. This refers to the commands used as well as
their format. For example, the procedure for accessing the
help function, for saving work, and for exiting the system
should be the same in all levels of the system.
One of the greatest assets provided by computers is
the ability of the computer to remember and to inter-relate
details. It is this capability which should be exploited
when applying the principle of anticipating errors. Norman
[Ref. 10] provides a discussion of the types of human error
which may be anticipated. These include mistakes and slips
which are further refined into mode errors, description
errors, capture errors, and activation errors. Many of these
errors result from decisions made in specifying the language
of the interface, therefore this principle should be applied
in conjunction with the determining of that language. One
large class of errors is related to the syntax of the
language. A means of eliminating this type of error is to
embed the syntax of the language in the system. This is the
method employed by syntax directed editors which are finding
wide acceptance today.
Once the general design principles have been estab-
lished, the designer can begin to apply them to the design
of the interface. At this point, the interactive interface
26
should be viewed as having two components, the physical
interface, and the psychological or language interface. As
each principle is applied to the design process, both of
these components should be addressed. Some desired features
of the system will fit neatly and logically into one cate-
gory or the other while other features will fit into some
combination of the two categories. Tradeoffs between the
two categories will be required and must be carefully docu-
mented as the design process progresses.
2 . The Physical Interface
The scope of the physical interface, as its name
implies, includes the more tangible physical attributes of
the system. Issues relating to this interface can be further
divided into the attributes of the human user and the capa-
bilities of the computer equipment.
The human side of the physical interface deals with
physical characteristics of human beings such as manual
dexterity, color perception, hand-eye coordination, and body
dimensions. Also of interest are types of physical handicaps
which may be encountered such as color blindness, deafness,
and so forth. Much of the concern over the physical inter-
face from the human side relates to the ease and comfort
with which a human user may interface with the system. Most
of the work concerning human physical characteristics relates
to more tightly coupled human-machine interfaces such as the
interface between a pilot and the aircraft he flies. In
27
designing such man-machine interfaces, human performance
engineering has become an important part of the design
process. In more loosely coupled applications such as the
human-computer interface, the physical performance of the
human appears to have much less impact than for tightly
coupled systems and thus human engineering is often left
out of the design process. However, good design procedure
encourages the use of all available means to help produce
the best result, therefore the human physical characteristics
should be considered. For example, Professor George A.
Rahe of the Naval Postgraduate School in teaching the
"Interactive Computer Graphics" course, observed that if a
computer system included a visual output device such as a
CRT screen, then it must be assumed that there would be a
set of human eyes intended to view that output, and thus the
characteristics and limitations of the human eye should be
considered as part of the design of the use of that output.
An excellent resource which presents both the human physical
characteristics for the more general human-machine interface
as well as the human-computer interface is Bailey [Ref. 7].
The human physical characteristics which are important for
the design of a given system should be known once the first
two design principles have been applied.
The computer side of the physical interface deals
with the capabilities of the computer system hardware. The
capabilities of interest include such things as whether or
28
not color is available and if so, what color combinations
may be displayed, the layout of the keyboard if it is to be
used for input, whether or not special function keys are
available, and what other devices such as light pens, touch
screens, a mouse, etc., are available. The choice of which
devices should be used needs to be based on the user profile
previously generated. Such things as user preference and
the average typing skills of the user are some considerations
In addition to what types of components are available, such
things as the system construction are also important. This
relates to whether the screen, keyboard, and computer are all
physically connected together, or if they may be moved
separately. The capabilities of the hardware should be
identified after applying the first and third of the general
design principles shown in Figure 2.
Once the human physical attributes of importance and
the computer capabilities available have been determined,
the creation of the physical interface involves carefully
matching the two together to achieve the best interface possi-
ble. This matching of the human side with the computer
side may be a difficult process. First, it may be difficult
to completely determine all of the physical characteristics
of the user group along with the relative importance of each
characteristic. Many such difficulties will relate to human
physical handicaps and determining their impact on the
design. An example of this would be determining if color
29
blindness is a critical factor and if so, how much of a factor
it is. Again, the designer must carefully document assump-
tions made to help accommodate future modifications which
are almost certain to be necessary. Second, as was noted
in the Introduction, many times the designer is limited as
to the hardware available to implement the system. Obviously
the designer has much greater flexibility if new computer
hardware is being created as part of the system, than if he
is constrained to use already existing hardware with pre-
determined capabilities. Under the latter conditions, the
designer should note any significant problems encountered
to be of future assistance when new equipment becomes avail-
able. The physical interface is realized when the matching
of attributes with capabilities is completed. It should be
noted that this is actually the "easy" part of completing
the overall human-computer interface as humans are adaptable
creatures who will put up with some inconvenience or discom-
fort as long as they feel the benefits received are great
enough.
3 . The Language Interface
Whereas the physical interface deals with the more
tangible physical attributes of the human-computer interface,
the language interface deals with the less tangible attri-
butes of the human mind and human psychology. It is this
part of the human-computer interface which tends to receive
the majority of attention. A detailed discussion of this
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extremely complicated topic is beyond the scope of this
work. Therefore the reader is referred to such works as
Foley and Van Dam [Ref . 6] , Bailey [Ref . 7] , Martin [Ref.
12], and Card, Moran, and Newell fRef. 13] for further
information on this subject. What is presented here is a
brief look at some of the important aspects of the language
interface and how this may be applied to the creation of
the interface as a whole.
A common way to approach the design of the language
interface is to view the interface as if it were a dialogue
between the human and the computer. Foley and Wallace [Ref.
8] and Jones [Ref. 9] each propose methods of designing
human-computer dialogue by drawing parallels with human to
human dialogues. One major difficulty with this type of
approach is that it is hard to capture the full essence of
human to human dialogue due to the use of such non-verbal
communications as "body language," voice inflections, and
implied but unspoken meanings. The result is that the
designer must either find or create some more rigidly speci-
fied language which is better suited to computer applications.
It should be noted that certain choices for the language
interface may also impact on the physical interface further
complicating matters.
Some of the important topics to be considered in
creating the language interface are those previously pre-
sented in the general design guidelines under the psychological
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issues relating to the fourth principle, Consider Human
Factors. Also revelant are the issues covered in the dis-
cussion of principles five through eleven. Some commonly
accepted practices such as limiting choices to no more than
seven are related to user short term memory. Another impor-
tant consideration is providing for psychological closure,
or in other words, fulfilling user expectations. Providing
psychological closure is well illustrated by examples from
telephone service. These examples are presented by
Sherlock [Ref. 3] and Martin [Ref. 12].
The success of the language interface will depend
largely on how well the first two design principles are applied
to the design. A thorough description of the purpose of the
system and a careful analysis of the user group for the sys-
tem will provide the basis required to specify an acceptable
language. This language must include two capabilities. The
first is the capability to express administrative instructions
for use within the system, and second, the capability to
express instructions relevant to accomplishing the purpose
for which the system is intended. In the case of this
project, the first capability would have to accomplish entry
to the system and handling of design files, whereas the
second capability would have to deal with how controller
designs are specified for further processing within the
system.
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Perhaps the most effective way to put all of this
into perspective is to remember that one of the primary
goals of the interactive human-computer interface, as was
stated in the Introduction, is to allow the human to com-
municate his ideas in the same language he would use without
a computer. In other words, if at all possible, not to
burden the user with the need to learn a new language.
An observation which may be drawn from the study
of natural human languages is that they tend to be dynamic,
constantly changing. Likewise, computers are continuously
changing and increasing in capability. Therefore, the com-
bination of the language interface with the physical inter-
face to create a human-computer interface should be viewed
as an evolving process always seeking to increase the band-
width of communication between the human and the computer.
This is the driving force behind the recent interest in
the creation of interactive programming and design
environments
.
B. THE INTERACTIVE ENVIRONMENT
1 . Theory and Issues
It may be argued that the "terms," "human-computer
interface" and "interactive environment," really describe
the same thing, so why devote separate sections to their
discussion. This work contends that those systems described
as being interactive environments are really a special subset
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of the universe of human-computer interfaces. The purpose
of this section of the chapter is to examine the requirements
which qualify an interface to be considered an interactive
environment and to determine what impact those requirements
have on the general design principles previously proposed.
Perhaps the most significant characteristic common
to interactive environments is the creation by the environ-
ment of an allusion to or metaphor of something familiar to
the user. An example of this technique is the use of graphics
"windows" to create an allusion to a desk top covered with
papers. The goal of the interactive environment is to use
a symbolic representation of things the user is already
familiar with to create in the user's mind the illusion that
he is dealing with something more than just a computer system.
Winograd stated such a goal in his conception of a programming
tool
.
We can better think of it [the tool] as a moderately
stupid assistant, to whom we give all the information
we possibly can, and who in turn relieves us of much
of the burden of memory, tedious checking, and drawing
more or less straightforward conclusions.
[Ref: 16: pg . 5]
The level of intelligence of the tool is not the most impor-
tant issue. Of much greater importance is the idea of
having the designer of the tool create that tool from the
conceptual view of an assistant to the programmer, with the
goal being to have the user of the system view the result
not as a computer system, but instead as an assistant. This
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view of the interactive environment is also illustrated by
an analogy related by Professor Daniel Davis of the Naval
Postgraduate School which he had heard presented at a con-
ference he had attended. The analogy concerned the similari-
ties between what a motion picture director and the designer
of an interactive environment are trying to achieve. The
motion picture director is trying to get a user group to
become involved with the story line or plot of the movie
without thinking about the film, the projector, and two
dimensional screen on which the sequence of pictures is pre-
sented. In the same sort of way, the designer of an inter-
active environment is trying to get a user group to become
involved with a symbolic representation of a desired
environment without thinking about the computer system on which
the environment is implemented.
Another characteristic of interactive environments
is that it is extremely difficult to generate specifications
for them. They are usually very complicated and programs
which implement them tend to be very large. The following
quote from Sheil expresses this diffulcty.
The implementation disasters of the 1960 's however
are slowly being succeeded by the design disasters
of the 1980 's. The pro jects ... simply do not yield to
conventional methods . Any attempt to obtain an exact
specification from a client is bound to fail because
as we have seen, the client does not know and cannot
anticipate exactly what is required. ... The alternative
to this kind of predictable disaster is not to abandon
structured design for programming projects that are,
or can be, well defined. That would be a tremendous
step backward. Instead, we should recognize that
some applications are best thought of as design
problems rather than implementation projects.
[Ref. 17: pp. 20,22]
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The characteristic of being difficult to specify is
closely related to a third characteristic of the interactive
environment. This third characteristic is that they are
dynamic in nature. The objects and actions for which the
interactive environment creates a symbolic representation
are constantly changing. This constant changing requires that
the interactive environment be able to evolve. Concerning
the evolution of programs, Lehman [Ref. 14] discusses three
classes of programs in the context of their design, use,
and maintenance. The interactive environment being discussed
here falls into the class of programs referred to by Lehman
as E-programs. These are programs for which events and
objects in the environment within which the program is to be
embedded, have some effect on the design, use, and maintenance
of the program. Lehman notes that it is usually not possible
to predict how the environment will change once the program
is introduced into that environment. If the changes are
of any significance, Lehman contends that the program must be
able to evolve to fit the new environment or the program will
become increasingly inefficient and soon will be obsolete.
This is especially true for interactive environments which
must be able to change and adapt to new needs and expectations
of the user.
Interactive environments are thus viewed as a
special subset of human-computer interfaces in general.
They are characterized as creating an allusion to something
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the user is familiar with, being extremely hard to generate
specifications for, and being dynamic in nature. It is
therefore necessary to review the general design principles
and methodologies previously discussed to see if they may
be applied to the design of an interactive environment.
2 . Design Principles
The general design principles listed in Figure 2
are general in nature and may be applied to the design of
any human-computer interface. Given a specific interface
or class of interfaces such as the interactive environ-
ments, it is necessary to define the scope of various princi-
ples to meet the characteristics of the interface to be
designed. In the case of the interactive environment, it
is proposed that the principles most affected are the first,
second, fifth, and sixth as discussed next. Of course the
impact on these principles will have repercussions through
the rest of the principles as they are often inter-related.
However, these four principles can be used to establish guid-
ance for the rest of the design procedure.
The first principle is determine the purpose of the
system. Since interactive environments are difficult to
generate specifications for, the designer must be very
flexible and prepared to accept changes. This is very dis-
tasteful to those with a strong belief in structured pro-
gramming principles, yet such an approach has proved very
successful for such interactive environments as InterLisp.
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Sheil cautions those who would impose structure techniques
on all applications with the following observation.
Those who admire the massive, rigid bone structures
of dinosaurs should remember that jellyfish still
enjoy their very secure ecological niche.
[Ref. 17: pg . 30]
This means that the designer should accept the fact that it
is unlikely that all important considerations will be
realized to begin with and therefore careful documentation
of all assumptions and designs to accommodate evolution
must be part of the plan from the very beginning.
The impact on the second principle, Know the User,
is very similar to the impact on the first principle. The
needs and expectations of the user will change. Therefore
the designer must carefully document his choices, design for
evolution, and accept the fact that not everyone will be
pleased with the result. The amount of difficulty experienced
due to the users needs and expectations can usually be de-
creased dramatically if representatives of the user population
can be made partners in the design process.
The fifth principle is to determine the interface
language. For the designer of an interactive environment,
the goal here should be to develop a set of primitive build-
ing blocks which may be combined to create new features in
the language as each new feature is identified. Such an
approach has proven very successful in interactive environ-
ments such as INTERLISP. An excellent , collection of papers
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which present many good examples of this approach is
Barstow, Shrobe , and Sandewall [Ref. 18].
The sixth principle, Consider the Environment of
Operation, is included as a reminder to the designer that
the environment will change often in unpredictable ways.
Perhaps the most important thing which the designer who
creates an initial implementation of an interactive environ-
ment must keep in mind is that he should design the system
to be able to evolve as easily as possible.
Now all that remains is to apply the design princi-
ples in the context of interactive environments to a specific
situation. It is in a specific application where the proce-
dures will begin to take form. The application of this back-
ground to the creation of an interactive environment for




An early part of the design process should be the adoption
of a set of principles or guidelines to be followed, and then
the definition of a philosophy as to how those principles
or guidelines are to be applied. It would be hypocritical
to have presented a proposed list of acceptable principles
as was done in the previous chapter, and then not to apply
those same principles to the design of the project at hand.
Given that those twelve principles are to be applied, the
proposed design philosophy is to be as specific as possible
early in the design process, avoiding the practice of delay-
ing design decisions. Though this is the opposite of the
more traditional view that binding decisions should be made
as late as possible, it is argued here that for the design
of a human-computer interface, particularly an interactive
environment, it is better to limit the scope of the design,
especially the initial implementation, and to handle the
need for change by building flexibility and extensibility
into the environment. This should help avoid the common
design tendency of trying to create a "Swiss Army Knife"
type of system that seeks to be everything to everyone.
Even though generality is to some extent desirable, it is
proposed that the design process should deal with specifics
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first and handle any need for generality through designing
for evolution.
In keeping with this philosophy, it is noted that the
twelve design principles may be viewed as being composed of
two groups. In one group are those principles which can
be referred to as "what" principles and in the other group
are those principles which can be referred to as "how"
principles. To illustrate this viewpoint, the twelve
principles are restated in Figure 3.
1. What is the Purpose of the System
2. What is the User Like
3. What Resources are Available
4
.
What Human Factors are Important
5. What is the Interface Language
6. What is the Environment of Operation
7. How to Design for Evolution
8. How to Optimize Training
9. How to Accommodate Levels of Expertise
10. How to Use Selection Vs. Entry
11. How to Be Consistent
12. How to Anticipate Errors
Figure 3. Restated Design Principles
Taking this view of the design principles will allow the
designer to establish limits for the given design problem
by being specific in the application of the first six princi-
ples, while flexibility for future change may be included
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during the application of the last six principles. It is
in this context that these principles are now applied to
the design of an interactive environment for CSDE.
B. APPLICATION OF DESIGN PRINCIPLES
1 . Determine the Purpose of the System
Simply stated, the purpose of CSDE is to determine
the hardware components required and to generate the software
necessary to realize an instance of a real-time, microprocessor-
based controller from a set of specifications provided by
a human designer. The focus of this work is on the interface
between the human designer and CSDE. Therefore the purpose
of the system to be designed here, an interactive environment
to be the front-end for CSDE, is to translate human generated
controller specifications into the correct CSDL syntax.
The high level considerations discussed in the previous
chapter can now be addressed with specific information appro-
priate to an interface for CSDE. The target user group is
composed of control system engineers. The flow of information,
generation of input and output, and a division of tasks can be
demonstrated by the following sequence. The design engineer
has an idea or receives a request for a control system.
From this the design engineer generates a specification for
the controller in the interface language. The front-end
of CSDE translates the interface language specification into
the correct CSDL syntax which is passed to the rest of CSDE.
Another important consideration to be addressed at this point
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is that since the input interface is to be integrated into
the existing CSDE system, the design of this interface must
be restricted to implementations which will work with the
existing system.
2 . Know the User
The target user group was identified during the
application of the first principle as control system engineers
Although this author and others involved with CSDE have some
background in the design of control systems, there was no
one available who possessed current experience in industry
who could act as a partner in the design of this interface.
Due to a number of restrictions, most of which were related
to available time, it was not feasible to conduct a survey
of engineers in industry. The decision was made to proceed
with the design by listing assumptions about the user as was
suggested in Chapter II. An important part of the evolution
of this interface should be future work to poll members of
the target user group and use the results of that poll to
validate assumptions made here, or to modify the interface
to more closely meet the user's needs.
The assumptions which are made about the target user
group are as follows. The user is assumed to have received
a college degree and to have some familiarity with computers
in general. The user knows how to design control systems
and has the ability to learn to use CSDE and CSDL. It is
assumed that the user group has few physical limitations and
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that the users have the ability to use the computer peripheral
devices, such as the CRT, keyboard, and pick devices, which
are currently available, however the user is not necessarily
assumed to be a skilled typist. Perhaps most importantly, it
is assumed that the user will be motivated to learn and use
CSDE once its benefits are demonstrated.
3 . Identify Resources Available
The primary resource to be used in implementing an
interactive environment for CSDE is the AED 767 graphics
terminal. The reasoning behind this choice was presented
in the introduction. The existing components of CSDE are
3 3
running on a VAX 11-780 computer under the VMS operating
system. The AED 767 was designed to interface most easily
. 4
with a host computer running the Unix operating system.
Part of the difficulties encountered by Sherlock [Ref. 3]
were related to the Pascal compiler on the VMS system.
Therefore, the decision was made to develop the environment
for CSDE in the programming language, C, and run it under
the Unix operation system. This was determined to be accepta-
ble for a first implementation as CSDE currently uses files
to pass data from one component to another. Unix is also
well suited to interactive applications and it is easy to
embed Unix system functions in programs written in C.
3VAX and VMS are registered trademarks of Digital
Equipment Corporation.
4 Unix is a registered trademark of Bell Laboratories
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4 . Consider Human Factors
Without having direct input from members of the
target user group, it is difficult to be very specific in
this area. Given the assumptions made about the intended
users of the system, the physical factors have few limita-
tions. The assumption that the user has few if any physical
handicaps and is able to use computer peripheral devices
currently available, indicates the full capability of the
AED 76 7 may be used as appropriate. However, because the
user is not assumed to be a skilled typist, any use of the
keyboard that emphasizes typing skills should be avoided.
A physical factor which is of importance is the capability
of the human eye. The capability of the eye will impact
the layout of the screen and the choice of color combinations.
The AED 767 is advertised as being able to display 16.8
million possible colors of which 256 are simultaneously
available in the color table. This provides far more
possible color variations than the human eye can distinguish,
but it also means that there is plenty of flexibility to
choose good color combinations. The graphics commands coupled
with the bit-mapped display allowing each pixel to be indi-
vidually painted if needed, makes modification of the screen
display reasonably easy.
The psychological factors are extremely difficult
to address without user interaction. Sherlock's [Ref. 3]
discussion of user psychology was used as a guide for applying
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this principle. Consideration of the human short term memory
is handled by limiting choices at any one time to seven or
less as was previously mentioned. Also, titles for display
screens and appropriate prompts are provided to reassure the
user that he is in control. It is not anticipated that all
human psychological needs will be fulfilled by the initial
implementation, therefore, a major design consideration is
the organization of the structure of the interface to allow
future modification.
5 . Determine the Interface Language
The overall scope of this work is to design and
implement a frontend for CSDE. As was noted in the Introduc-
tion, this limits the underlying language for the interface
to CSDL. In addition to CSDL, the interface language also
needs to be able to express administrative actions such as
the creation, manipulation, and deletion of design files,
the identification of users, and so on. This will be accom-
plished using the Unix Command language capabilities and shell
facilities. With Unix and C language facilities to handle
the administrative part of the interface language, CSDL is
left to handle the controller specifications. Unfortunately,
CSDL is not a uniformly accepted language for designing con-
trollers, but there is no standard language for this purpose.
If there were some standard, this interface would only have
to translate from the standard into CSDL. The result of
this situation is that the user of CSDE will have to gain
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some understanding of CSDL. The intent of this design is
to assist the user in knowing which semantic constructs of
CSDL are legal at any given time while not requiring the
user to know the syntax of the language.
6
.
Consider the Environment of Operation
The environment of operation will mainly impact user
comfort. The environment is assumed to be either an office
or a laboratory, and it is assumed that positioning of equip-
ment, lighting, and noise level can be adjusted for the user.
Therefore, for this particular application, the environment
of operation will not be a major consideration.
7 Design for Evolution
The application of this design principle begins the
decisions on how to implement the interactive environment.
The presentation of the first six principles indicates that
modification will be inevitable. The purpose of designing
for evolution is to lessen the impact of incorporating needed
modifications into the system. It is in the decisions made
here that feedback in the design process and changes in
earlier choices are accommodated. The designer must antici-
pate the future of the system and design to aid in the sys-
tems adaptation. In the case of CSDE, it is anticipated
that the system will eventually be migrated to some indi-
vidual workstation like the Sun Workstation. The popularity
of the Unix operating system for work station applications
led to the decision to base the implementation of the
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environment for CSDE, in Unix and C. A major consideration
for evolution is handling potential changes in system hard-
ware. There is no standard graphics core that would insure
portability of graphics routines, so the best solution found
is to isolate graphics dependent functions from the structure
of the system as much as possible. The C programming
language allows separately formed procedures to be called
from a main controlling program. This modularity will be
used in an attempt to minimize the impact any modification




One of the biggest drawbacks of many systems is that
when the system is first brought in or when a new employee
arrives, an extensive training program is required to teach
the potential users how the system works. Ideally, the
system should be designed to lead a new user through meaning-
ful work without requiring the assistance of an experienced
user. This will be done in this system through the use of
prompts, and a help facility.
9 Accommodate Levels of Experience
An earlier discussion noted that a user changes with
experience. The environment is to be designed with a user
selected switch that will allow the user to choose between
three versions of the environment, a novice version, a casual
user version, and a version for the experienced user. The
display and the order or progression through the environment
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are the same for all levels. The difference between levels
of expertise will be in the amount of prompting the system




Use Selection Vs. Entry
The application of this principle to this project
lead to the decision to make a menu driven environment simi-
lar to the one Sherlock [Ref. 3] implemented. The system
will prompt the user as to which semantic constructs are
legal and allow the user to select the option he desires
while limiting required entries to variable names and param-
eters needed to specify the function of the control system
to be designed.
11. Be Consistent
This principle relates to the commands which will
cause the system to function. It is important that these
commands do not change as the user changes experience
levels or as the user moves through a session. For example,
in all parts of a secession, the command to quit the session
should be the same. Also, the representation of a command
in different levels of experience should all be related.
An example of this would be to require a novice user. to type
"quit" while an experienced user would be allowed to use an
abbreviation like "q" to quit. The commands needed for the
operation of this environment are quit, save, create, edit,
help, and delete.
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12 . Anticipate Errors
Most of the errors of a critical nature in this appli-
cation deal with the actual controller specifications. It
is not possible for the system to detect errors in the con-
troller specification which deal with the conceptual design.
However, the system should detect such things as undeclared
variables that may be due to omission or misspelling. The
handling of this type of error can be accomplished by cross
referencing the user defined names used in the contingencies
and procedures with those declared in the environment sec-
tion, and prompting the user when the name has not been
defined. The user should be able to re-enter the name if
the error was in spelling or define the name and have it
included in the design without the user having to leave
the part of the interface he is working in. This will
be accomplished by creating a table of identifiers which are
entered in the environment section and then checking subse-
quent usage of identifiers with this list. Future error
handling mechanisms should provide an undo facility which
would allow the user to undo the effects of a previous
command.
Syntax errors will be avoided by having the system
include the required key words and punctuation required by
CSDL and only allowing the user to make choices from options
which are legal in the syntax of CSDL at that point in the
controller specification. It is not considered desirable
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to display the syntax of CSDL to the user while the specifi-
cation is being entered as is done in most common syntax-
directed editors. Instead, the user will be given the legal
options as specified by the syntax with the formal syntax
being available within the help facility. The idea here is
that the user may wish to see the formal syntax of some part
of CSDL and he should be allowed to do so, but the user should
also be able to progress through a session without referring
to the formal syntax.
C. DESIGN SUMMARY
The preceding application of the design principles has
defined the limits for an initial implementation of an inter-
active environment for CSDE . The attributes of the system
to be implemented may be symmarized as follows. The system
is to be a menu-driven sequence of graphics displays which
will guide design engineers through the specification of a
controller design in CSDL. It is to be implemented using
the C programming language on a VAX 11-780 host computer
running the Unix operating system. The AED 767 graphics
terminal is to be the user interface display device. The
user will have to understand the semantic constructs of
CSDL, but the syntax of the language will be handled by
the system. Modularity will be used to isolate graphics
dependency and to help reduce the impact of modifications.
Three levels of user experience, novice, casual, and
experienced, will be accommodated, and the system will
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provide prompts and help to assist the user in learning the
system without human assistance. Spelling errors and un-
declared identifiers will be handled by. cross-referencing
user entered identifiers throughout the design session.
This chapter has outlined the design of the interactive
environment for CSDE, which is the easy part of creating
an interactive environment. The challenge now is to implement
this design with hardware and software. The specifics of




One of the first decisions required in implementing an
interactive environment for CSDE was how to handle user
input data along with the syntactic keywords and punctuation
required by CSDL within the interface program. A careful
analysis of the grammar for CSDL, included as Appendix A,
was made to help in determining how this data manipulation
should be implemented. This analysis of CSDL revealed that
sixteen of the nonterminals in the grammar could potentially
be empty with two of the sixteen allowing for options of
zero or more instances of their subexpressions at any one
time. In addition, twenty-one of the remaining nonterminals
allow options of one or more instances of their subex-
pressions at any one time. This means that whenever any of
these thirty-seven nonterminals are encountered during an
interactive session, the user must be given the option
of repeating that part of the specification an arbitrary
number of times. This, combined with the options for picking
terminal symbols or strings in other parts of the grammar,
creates a very difficult problem in choosing data structures.
Since this is the initial implementation of the CSDE
generator, the decision was made to write the user entered
data and CSDL syntactic constructs to a file as they were
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generated during a design session. This is less flexible
than creating data structures in memory, but considering
the limited manpower available to work on this implementation,
and the time constraints involved, it was decided that this
provided the most expeditious means of providing a foundation
for future work on the interface. One possible implementation
of an editing capability would be to create a function to
read a design file after it has been created by this initial
implementation and then manipulate the data in memory.
B. ORGANIZATION OF PROGRAM MODULES
Once the decision had been made on how to handle design
data, attention was turned to partitioning the implementation
program into sub-modules. The first partition established
was between functions for creating a design specification
and administrative and hardware oriented functions. The
implementation code is contained in Appendix B and is used
to illustrate these different types of functions. The C
programming language requires a main program be identified
which may then call on external functions which are made
accessible to it. The main program contains the core of the
administrative control. The design specification functions
include such external functions as "id-section" and
"criteria-section" which generate and control the design
sequence based on the user's choice. The design specification
is broken into five parts, one for each of the design sections
in CSDL. Each of these five was partitioned into a section
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text function, menu functions, and a control function. For
each of the five major areas, the identification section,
design criteria section, environment section, contingency
list section, and procedures section, there are a series of
nested functions which lead the designer through the options
available in the language. Finally, the hardware oriented
functions include routines which initialize the AED 767
and set up the color table and graphics command formats,
and routines like "find line" which moves the cursor to
various positions on the screen.
After the program had been partitioned into the three
major divisions discussed above, creation of C programming
language functions to perform the required actions was
begun. It was in the coding of the functions for the design
specification module that the most difficulty was encountered
The recursive nature of CSDL combined with the number of
options at any given level caused the program to grow very
rapidly. Time constraints then forced the decision to make
this initial implementation a skeleton on which future work
could be added. A simple illustration of the complexity of
the implementation is in the environment section where the
designer has the options of leaving the section empty, or
recursively entering any combination of input, output,
duplex, binary, arithmetic, code, or code variable specifi-
cations an arbitrary number of times. The implementation
of this structure was accomplished by creating nested levels
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within which the program cycles through a loop. The designer
is given the option of bypassing any unneeded areas, or
staying in one area and entering an arbitrary number of
specifications. Exit from any of the loops is accomplished
by the designer choosing the "finished" option. This struc-
ture meets the requirements of CSDL, but requires a great
deal of code. Almost two thousand lines of code are neces-
sary for the environment section alone. This sounds large
but is not excessive for interactive programs. Time limits,
however, forced the decision to create program stubs for
the arithmetic and binary environment specifications and for
the contingency list and procedures section.
C. SCREEN DISPLAY
The choice of screen display format was influenced by
the desire to be consistent and to keep the user feeling in
control. This is accomplished by dividing the screen into
four areas as illustrated in Figure 4. The title area con-
tains a descriptive heading which informs the user about which
design level is currently being occupied. The text/work
area is used to inform the user about the design level
being considered, and this is where user entered data appears
on the screen. The menu area contains the options currently
open to the user. Finally, the prompt area is used to dis-
play instructions to the user on the administrative control







Figure 4 . Screen Layout
D. OPERATIONS OF THE ENVIRONMENT
The best way to illustrate the operation of this imple-
mentation is to step through an abbreviated design session.
The designer is first presented with a "welcome" screen from
which he has the option of quitting or starting a design
session. As he continues, the next screen is the system
initialization screen. This is currently a stub screen
which just presents the user with the option of leaving the
program or continuing. This is where the choice of level
experience and multi-user facilities can be added in future
evolution of the interface. Next the designer enters the
identification section .where his name , the date, and the
project title are requested for documentation. It should be
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noted that the grammar for CSDL allows any or all of the
major sections to be left empty. Once the designer enters
a section, he is presented with a menu of options which
will lead him through the entry of design specifications for
that section. Once the session is completed, the designer
is prompted to quit the system and is then informed that the
design specification in CSDL syntax is contained in the
file "output . csde. " At the end of the program, the current
color table values are displayed as an aid for future
modifications of the interface.
E. ERROR HANDLING
This is another area which time did not allow to be
treated completely for this initial implementation. The
error handling implemented thus far is limited to checking
the validity of the options selected by the designer. In
the modules which have been implemented, human syntax errors
have been eliminated as the proper syntactic keywords and
punctuation are inserted by the program and not by the de-
signer. For this initial implementation, the user should be
warned that the error checking capabilities are very unsophis-
ticated and failure to follow the printed instructions may
cause failure of the program.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Earlier in this work it was noted that there exists little
in the way of concrete guidance for the design of human-
computer interfaces. Therefore, one of the main efforts of
this work has been to establish a set of guidelines and
principles which will aid those who continue with this work
in the future. It is hoped that the general principles have
been thoroughly enough covered that future effort can be
concentrated on implementation aspects of the system based on
the background presented here.
Another accomplishment of this work is the evaluation
of hardware new to the system. The AED 767 is an excellent
graphics device, however, whenever a new device is introduced,
there is a period of adjustment during which the capabilities
of the device must be explored. Annotations were made to
the Naval Postgraduate School's copy of the AED user's manual
[Ref. 19] as problems were encountered, to aid future users
of the system. Also, several programs which demonstrate
various capabilities of the AED were created and these are
left to aid those who follow on.
Finally, this work has sought to establish some direction
for future modification of the interface. It is felt that
the design of future versions would be best accomplished as
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a team effort. The design of a successful interactive
environment requires the skills of an artist to identify
and define the allusions to things familiar to the user, a
person who is skilled at making maximum use of the capabili-
ties of the display hardware, a programmer who can get the
most out of the language used to implement the interface,
and last but not least, a representative of the target user
group to test the ideas generated and to provide input to
the implementation effort. The team approach is recommended
as it is unusual to find all of these skills in any one
individual
.
Several problems were encountered during this implemen-
tation effort. Their combined effect was to limit the imple-
mentation to a skeleton program to serve as a basis for
future efforts. These problem areas are discussed next.
B. PROBLEM AREAS
Some of the biggest problems encountered involved becoming
familiar with the hardware, specifically the AED 767, and
in learning the C programming language and Unix operating
system.
One of the early goals for the interface was to allow
separate users to each have a directory of design files. It
was thought that with the ability to embed Unix systems com-
mands or special purpose " shellscripts " within a program
written in C, it would be possible to create and move between
several directories of files. A shellscript was written to
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accomplish this. However, once control was returned from
the shellscript, the environment was returned to the state
it was in before the shellscript was called.. Therefore,
either the interface program must be called from within the
shellscript, or another way to accomplish this goal will
have to be found.
Another problem area was with the way the Unix operating
system deals with peripheral devices. There are three
modes available. They are called "Cooked," "C-Break," and
"Raw" in the Unix Manual [Ref . 20] . The default mode is
"Cooked" which buffers all input from a terminal until a
linefeed character is received. This prevents using single
keystrokes for user option selection as each entry must be
followed by a "Return" key stroke. Efforts to switch to
the "C-Break" or "Raw" modes were unsuccessful but should
be pursued in the future.
Several difficulties were encountered while learning to
use the capabilities of the AED 767. One of the difficul-
ties was related to the AED's write protect mechanism for
the video memory. In theory, this mechanism allows drawing
graphics in some color and then protecting those graphics from
erasure. This allows a box to be drawn on the screen and
then to "protect" the box. Using this mechanism will then
permit text to be written in the box and then erased leaving
the box on the screen. The documentation implies that all
256 color table locations can be designated as "protected."
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However, the video memory is divided into eight memory planes
which have the same binary code as color table locations
0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128.. Because all other color
table location codes correspond to combinations of video
memory planes, subtle interactions occur. For example, if
you draw a yellow box using the yellow in color table loca-
tion 3 and then write protect it and afterwards write red
text using the red from color table location 1, when you
try to erase the text, the erase command will also erase the
red component from the yellow box changing it to green.
This occurs because the binary codes for 1 and 3 both have
the second bit position set to one. The consequence is
that a maximum of eight colors can be separately protected
at any one time. This is not an insurmountable obstacle, but
it does require special attention when write protection is
used in the implementation.
There are several difficulties caused by the way the
AED ' s interpreter is addressed. The AED employs a 6502
microprocessor to control the graphics routines. The inter-
preter mode, which alerts the 6502 to expect a graphics com-
mand from the host, is enabled by sending the escape charac-
ter followed by a sequence of commands. There is a potential
problem with this as the escape is a non-printable character
and is hard to embed in strings in languages like Pascal.
This was not a problem in this implementation as non-
printable characters may be included in C language strings.
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However, when the interpreter is enabled, the text cursor on
the screen is disabled. This requires the implementor
to make sure the interpreter gets turned off and on at the
appropriate times, and was the source of many irritating
implementation delays because forgetting to turn the inter-
preter on will cause the command string to be printed to
the screen but not executed and so on.
The last major problem area involves the complicated
nature of CSDL. The variety of options and the recursive
nature of the language make it difficult to ensure that all
of the capabilities of the language are implemented. The
approach used in this implementation was to handle recursion
with a loop construct, having the user enter an option to
leave the loop, to handle potentially empty parts of the
language by giving the user an option of none where appro-
priate, and to handle the choice of other options by grouping
similar types of CSDL constructs together, i.e., the input,
output, and duplex specifications of the environment section,
and provide separate screen displays to guide the user
through entering data for the specific option chosen.
The implementation of an interactive environment is a
difficult task which was reaffirmed during the course of
this work. There are sure to be problems yet to be encoun-
tered and possibly better solutions to those which were
encountered as future work is done on this interface.
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C. FUTURE WORK
The conclusion was reached during this work that the AED
767 is an excellent graphics device, but is better suited
for implementing pictorial design tools such as the
"Caesar" VLSI design program. Its graphics routines are
highly efficient and the screen can be redrawn very quickly,
but higher level interface tools such as windowing and cursor
control with a mouse must be created by the implementor.
The AED does have a digitizer pad and a joy stick, but these
require initialization and control routines to be embedded
in any program using them. The Sun Workstation at the Naval
Postgraduate School now has built in window routines and a
mouse driven cursor. It also runs the Unix operating system.
Therefore, it is recommended that future work should be
oriented toward taking the foundations laid here and imple-
menting a system to realize them on the Sun Workstation.
In conclusion, the area of creating useful interactive
environments in the realm of the human-computer interface
is still an area where few absolutes exist. Many opinions
can be expressed, and much can be written about the subject
in general or any specific interface by itself, but the true
test comes with the implementation. In order for the environ-
ment to be easy for the human to use, the designer of the
environment must carefully consider and hide a multitude of
details from the user, and in order for the environment to
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DESIGNER : Duard Stephen Woffinden
DATE : 19 June 1984
PROJECT : Thesis Demonstration
DESIGN CRITERIA
METRIC POWER ;
VOLUMES 2 , 1 , 3 ;
MONITORS 1 , 2 , 3 ;
ENVIRONMENT
OUTPUT :
outl , 8 , TTL ;
out2 , 8 , TTL ;
out 3 , 16 , ECL ;
END OUTPUT
INPUT :
inl , 2 , ITL ;
in2 , 8 , TTL ;





8 , ITL ;
out-inl z 8 , ECL ;
END DUPLEX
CODE :
code 1 , 8 , A : 25
code 2 , 8 , A :
CODE VARIABLES :
code3 : ASCI 1 7 ;
code4 : EBCDIC ;
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